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HEADS 
UP



https://techcrunch.com/2024/03/01/nsa-says-its-tracking-ivanti-cyberattacks-as-hackers-hit-us-defense-sector/



The NSAhas confirmed that hackers exploiting flaws in Ivanti’s 
enterprise VPN appliance have targeted organizations across the U.S. 
defense sector, and are actively tracking and mitigating the impact 
of these cyberattacks. 

Mandiant reported Chinese espionage group UNC5325 have targeted 
various industries, including the U.S. defense industrial base 
sector. They have demonstrated significant knowledge of the Ivanti 
Connect Secure appliance and have used sophisticated techniques to 
evade detection, such as living-off-the-land tactics and deploying 
novel malware to maintain persistence on compromised devices. 

CISA has warned about the exploitation of vulnerable Ivanti VPN 
appliances, highlighting the potential for threat actors to maintain 
root-level persistence even after factory resets.  

The extent of the impact on Ivanti customers is still unclear, with 
reports indicating that hackers are making around 250,000 
exploitation attempts daily and have targeted over 1,000 customers.



CYBER 
SPOTLIGHT



https://jfrog.com/blog/data-scientists-targeted-by-malicious-hugging-face-ml-models-with-silent-backdoor/



https://huggingface.co/



https://huggingface.co/docs/hub/en/security-malware



https://hiddenlayer.com/research/models-are-code/



Keras ƛ Layers Deserialize & execute Python code



• It’s very easy to inject lambda layers 
into an existing model. 

• Because it’s Python code it has access to 
fun things like os.system, exec, eval, or 
runpy._run_code.



Tensorflow

• Multi-step workflow 

• Can read & write arbitrary files



~100 Instances







https://huntr.com/



https://jfrog.com/blog/analyzing-common-vulnerabilities-introduced-by-code-generative-ai/
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BACK TO THE 
BUILDING 
BLOCKS: 
 

A PATH TOWARD SECURE AND 
MEASURABLE SOFTWARE 
 

FEBRUARY 2024 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Final-ONCD-Technical-Report.pdf



• Memory Safe Programming Languages: Advocates for 
the adoption of memory-safe languages to reduce 
vulnerabilities, backed by CISA's recommendations 
and industry analysis showing a significant 
reduction in security vulnerabilities. 

• Memory Safe Hardware: Explores hardware approaches 
like memory-tagging and CHERI architecture to 
achieve memory safety, especially in constrained 
environments like space systems. 

• Formal Methods: Suggests using formal methods to 
prove software correctness and security, 
highlighting techniques like sound static analysis, 
model checkers, and assertion-based testing to 
mitigate vulnerabilities.



• Addressing the Software Measurability Problem: 
Stresses the need for empirical cybersecurity 
quality metrics to realign incentives for long-term 
security investments, highlighting the challenges 
in developing such metrics and the importance of 
coordinated vulnerability disclosure and CVE 
records.



“Memory Safe” 

Go 

Rust
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https://www.bitdefender.com/blog/hotforsecurity/someone-is-hacking-3d-printers-to-warn-owners-of-a-security-flaw/

https://store.anycubic.com/blogs/news/security-issue-of-Anycubic-cloud





hacked_machine_readme.gcode



• The author claims to have sent it to over 
2.9 million vulnerable printers. 

• Anycubic has only sold 500,000 printers

https://3dprintingindustry.com/news/interview-james-ouyang-on-the-rise-of-anycubic-224609/



There are four pieces to the cloud printing service: The printer itself, your 
slicer, which is Anycubic’s Photon Workshop, then the Android or iOS app, and the 
cloud.anycubic.com website, which is completely dysfunctional, it’s linked from 
Photon Workshop, but it’s only generating internal server errors once you click past 
the expired certificate warnings. So really, you’re forced to use the app, because 
you need that to create a user account and link your printer. All you need to do to 
claim a machine is to enter the “CN” number from the printer, no confirmation on the 
machine or anything, and you can remote monitor the printer’s status and start 
prints straight from the slicer or from the app. Once you’ve printed a part, the 
file for that stays saved locally on the printer, so you can start printing it again 
without needing the app, but for new prints, you either start them immediately from 
the slicer or upload the print file to the cloud and then you have to pull out the 
app and start them from there. The printer itself doesn’t know anything about files 
stored in the cloud. 

This is all still super unfinished if you couldn’t tell already. Privacy policy? Eh, 
we don’t need that. And the process of entering the CN number to claim a printer not 
only straight up didn’t work until the very latest firmware update, which you have 
to do manually through a USB drive, but it’s obviously a huge security risk. Like I 
said, there’s no confirmation whatsoever on the printer itself when someone is 
trying to claim it, which gives basically full control over the machine, and once 
somebody else has registered it, there is no way for you to kick them out or even 
reclaim it for yourself.

https://arc.net/l/quote/fasdxlkj







https://www.riskmap.com/







SHAMELESS 
SELF-PROMOTION



https://censys.com/connectwise-screenconnect-cve-2024-1709-cve-2024-1708/



https://www.greynoise.io/blog/what-were-reading-february-2024-2



https://www.greynoise.io/blog/bluetooth-unleashed-syncing-up-with-the-rattagatta-series-part-1



https://www.greynoise.io/blog/anatomy-of-a-greynoise-tag



TAG 
ROUND-UP



🏷 Avaya Aura RCE Attempt 

🏷 WordPress Ultimate Member Plugin SQLi Check (CVE-2024-1071) 

🏷 AeroCMS SQLi Attempt 

🏷 WP AutoSuggest SQLi Attempt 

🏷 Juniper SRX / EX Series Buffer Overflow Attempt (CVE-2024-21591) 

🏷 Apache Solr File Upload Attempt 

🏷 Readme Scanner 

🏷 Fortinet FortiOS FortiProxy RCE CVE-2024-21762 Attempt (CVE-2024-21762) 

🏷 TeamCity JetBrain CVE-2024-27198 Auth Bypass Attempt (CVE-2024-27198) 

🏷 TeamCity JetBrain CVE-2024-27199 Auth Bypass Attempt (CVE-2024-27199) 

https://viz.greynoise.io/trends?view=recent



https://viz.greynoise.io/tags/jetbrains-teamcity-authentication-bypass-attempt?days=10



https://viz.greynoise.io/tags/cdn-forward-loop-attempt?days=10
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https://observablehq.com/@greynoise/greynoise-tags



CVE-2023-29360: Microsoft Streaming Service Untrusted Pointer Dereference  

CVE-2024-21338: Microsoft Windows Kernel Exposed IOCTL w/Insufficient Access Control 

https://www.cisa.gov/known-exploited-vulnerabilities-catalog



https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2024/02/29/2024-04193/agency-information-collection-activities-actively-exploited-vulnerability-submission-form



The introduction of the Actively Exploited Vulnerability Submission Form 
is expected to have a significant impact on the cybersecurity ecosystem: 

Improved Vulnerability Management: The form streamlines the process of 
reporting and managing vulnerabilities, making it easier for entities to 
share critical information with CISA. This, in turn, helps in the quicker 
identification and remediation of vulnerabilities, reducing the window of 
opportunity for attackers. 

Increased Awareness: The initiative raises awareness about the importance 
of vulnerability disclosure and the role that every stakeholder plays in 
securing cyberspace. It encourages a proactive approach to security, 
where entities are more vigilant in identifying and reporting 
vulnerabilities. 

Strengthened Collaboration: By providing a formal mechanism for 
vulnerability submission, CISA enhances its collaboration with the 
private sector, international partners, and other stakeholders. This 
collaborative approach is essential for addressing the global nature of 
cyber threats and ensuring a coordinated response.


